Employee COVID Vaccine
Q&A Chat Line
Our clinical pros address concerns, encourage vaccination,
and get your employees to “yes” on the COVID-19 vaccine.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

On-Demand Clinical Experts To Answer

Your Employees’ Vaccine Questions
Your employees are asking you tough questions every day, ranging from COVID vaccine
side effects to whether the vaccine is safe for them. Many need help finding out if
they’re eligible and how to get the vaccine. 


We know that 30% of employees are undecided or delaying getting their COVID shot as
a result of vaccine hesitancy. Others want the vaccine, but aren’t sure when or how
they can get it. 


Our new Vaccine Chat Line was developed to answer employees’ questions about the
vaccine and provide them with good information from a reliable source, with the goal
of helping them make informed decisions about their vaccination. 


Real Humans Chatting

In Real-Time
Our vaccine chat line is
staffed by real clinical
pros, ready to chat with
your employees in
real-time.

Multilingual Team
We can always chat in
English and Spanish, and
we have additional
translation services if
needed.

5AM-Midnight,

7 Days A Week
The chat line is staffed
all day and deep into the
night, so we’re there
when your employees
are.

A Simple Text Message Solution
Here’s how it works:

1.

Your company gets a dedicated
toll-free number to distribute to
your employees.

2.

Your employees just send a text
message to us with any
questions. We’re available from
5AM to 12AM Eastern time, every
day, in English or Spanish.

3.

4.

Our clinical team members
respond in seconds and chat
with your teammember until
they’ve answered all their
questions.
That’s it! We relay good, clinical
information that can boost
vaccine confidence, supoprt
employees to make good
decisions, and help them figure
when and how they can get the
vaccine in their area.

Hi there, I have a question about
the COVID vaccine.

How will I feel after getting the
shot? I heard I’ll get really sick.

Thanks for chatting in! That’s a
good question.

It’s normal to experience some
mild discomfort following a
vaccine. This means it’s working
and creating an immune
response in your body.


The most common side effect is
soreness or some swelling in
your arm. You may also feel tired,
have a headache, fever, or chills.
These symptoms do not mean
you have COVID-19 — it’s not
possible to get COVID from the
vaccine.

Schedule a demo if you’d like to learn more!
The vaccine chat is super easy to launch in your org, so schedule
some time to chat by clicking the button below!

CLICK TO SCHEDULE

A DEMO


If you want to skip the demo and just get started, 

email juliannef@getzedic.com and we’ll get you going!

